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Make the right decisions with WorkiQ
You really can never know enough about your team.
That’s particularly true when you’re responsible for making
sure your team perform both well and efficiently for your
organization. With the right workforce analytics deployment,
you can know what’s necessary to manage your team
members most efficiently. Your best choice for workforce
analytics is WorkiQ from ActiveOps.

You need complete data to make meaningful management
decisions. That’s why your analytics solution must capture
a full timeline of activity data. WorkiQ collects all desktop
activity in real time - even from desktop-based software
robots and at-home workers - so you can answer tough
questions about your people:
• How much time is spent in Work Time applications, websites,
and activities?
• How many work hours do we really get, per individual and
per team?
• What are our true staffing needs, based on what WorkiQ
shows about our team members?
• Who needs help or training?
• Which unnecessary activities drain our team members’ time
and attention?

Discover, identify,
and improve - in real
time.
Discover
WorkiQ captures time, effort, and outcomes of activity discovering what’s actually happening - so you can manage
work with the greatest accuracy. User activity is collected
directly from each monitored desktop (whether the user is
a human or a robot), your Citrix® server, or your mainframe.
WorkiQ’s dynamic, real-time dashboards - which even nontechnical users can customise to show the most relevant
analytics - give you invaluable operational intelligence into
the work each employee does, how long it takes, and the
outcomes of each employee’s effort. Deploying WorkiQ spares
employees the additional work drain of self-reporting, which
can prove to be inaccurate.
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Identify

WorkiQ delivers quick ROI

To increase every worker’s output, you must be able to identify
and reward high-value work activities. WorkiQ gives you the
power to categorise these activities. This helps you:

Through the power of workforce analytics, WorkiQ enables your
organization to go beyond system statistics and self-reporting,
creating actionable insights that drive real improvements within
your business - with real-world savings.

• Identify non-work related behaviours when/where they occur,
for “in-the-moment” coaching.
• Spot and reward work related behaviour.
• Manage remote workers according to the same standards as
their in-office compatriots.
• Identify your top performers so you can help replicate their
experience across teams.

Most WorkiQ deployments deliver ROI within just six months.
That’s because WorkiQ gives you the real-time, accurate data
and reporting you need to evaluate your true staffing needs,
reduce outsourcing, eliminate unnecessary overtime, and lower
your overall operational costs.

Improve
It’s a fact: real-time metrics are better than infrequent
performance reviews. WorkiQ delivers a wide range of reports
that empower your people, at every level, to compete and
engage. They know how they’re performing in comparison to
their peers - where they excel and where they can improve.
Managers can compare employees with accurate standards,
reward superstars, and see where their teams rank against other
groups or departments.

See a live demo of WorkiQ
To arrange for a live, online demo of WorkiQ and to
learn more about what deploying WorkiQ can do for
your workforce management, visit www.activeops.com
and contact us.

ActiveOps – Manage Differently
ActiveOps is a leading provider of digital operations
management solutions to financial services, BPOs,
shared services, governments, healthcare and other
service industries.
Workware+ is the leading digital operations
management platform designed to simplify and reduce
the cost of running of operations through the analysis
and optimisation of resources and processes, improving
service delivery and staff well-being.
Our solutions help maximise the total time available
and increase productivity of employees, robots, teams,
departmental resources and home workers.
Through Workware+ enabled solutions customers
can confidently prepare for and then run their service
operations taking full advantage of the benefits of
transformation programmes including RPA, process
discovery, automation, digitisation and outsourcing.

Operational data is automatically collected, aggregated,
analysed and presented in real-time from existing
digital and manual systems, enabling managers to
quantify work and time, identify latent capacity and
processes to be optimised or automated. Accurate
and comprehensive real-time operations data leads to
improved forecasting of work volumes and resources.
In conjunction with the Active Operations Management
(AOM) Method, ActiveOps solutions help embed a
consistent and agile operations framework based on
collaborative capacity planning, structured review
meetings and skills development.
ActiveOps operates across the globe from offices in the
USA, UK, Ireland, India, South Africa and Australia.
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